CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the previous chapter, it can be conclude that writing is one essential skills in learning English that should be mastered by students. Meanwhile, it is a tool to communication between a writer and reader. In writing the students learn how to include and arrange sentence by sentence become a good paragraph and composing the ideas become an essay. It means that, the writer can share their ideas, thinking, and expression in writing essay, with the result that the reader interest and understand about information that given.

Moreover, the result of 20 questioning strategy and you ought to be in picture that can be used by teaching writing, where the teacher ask the students active to do writing it self, the students can share their ideas, expression and what their thinking with the question that given by teacher. In this strategy, the teacher ask the students to make groups and discuss about what the students write. In discussion process, the students in teams are guess what the teacher thinking sebanyak 20 question. After that, the teacher share one phothograph that have been selected and the The teacher guide the students in their viewing of the phothograph by stimulating their mental imagery and suggesting a personal connection to
events portrayed in the picture and the last, The teacher ask the group to record group obervation and thoughts in writing.

B. Suggestions

From the conclusion above, the writer hope the students in junior high school more motivated in studying English especially in writing subject, in other that there is no the difficult in teaching writing by students. The writing will be easier if the students keep motivation and optimist in share their ideas and expression. The main poin is the students can comprehend about the students ideas of the texts.

In additional, the writers wants to suggest for the english teacher as well as the leaner. First, english teacher have to select material, which is suitable with students’curriculum and the students to be more active and creative to share their ideas. Second, the material should be interesting and give motivating for the students to learn. The last, the writer hopes that English teachers will apply this strategy appropriately.